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Settling the Matter

by Peter Anderson

 

To read Paul Wallington’s own account of his paintings is to be delivered an insistence

upon the process of the picture. His sense of the layered, haptic experience of his

Woodstock studio is one that culminates in the accrual of paint on the surfaces of his

pictures. This is an important insight, because it says a good deal about his method and

his form, but even more because it suggests something that is also present in his pictures –

a realisation of what I will call the uncanniness of paint. To be sure, ghosts and hyenas,

the laying on of hands and dreamlike infernos, all fix themselves upon the eye of his

beholder, but in a very real sense the primary and ultimate subject of his painting/s, the

alpha and omega, is the extraordinary transfer of the idea into matter through the

medium of layered paint. This is the vision of the “third room” he borrows – the domain of

paint lying halfway between its own materiality and the idea it represents as a picture.

That Wallington emphasises implicitly the extension of Woodstock’s wind, pavement food

and taxi cries with the accumulating surfaces of his production is to assert just this – that

the paintings are the painting, they are the work of the world, not finished now, but

layering themselves anew in your eye, gaining that beam of particular dust the ancients

imagined sight to be, rusting, varnished, tarnished by your gaze, and by the accumulation

of the circumstances of their exhibiting themselves.

The pictures and Wallington make explicit their debt to Bacon and Matisse, and in ways

that are obvious to the eye. Less explicit, but to my mind more deeply informing the form

(which is so much the content) of these works, is the influence of Frank Auerbach. In our

context, it is as if Wallington has used the picture as a snag for pigment and for light,

piling up the dirt of paint as the flotsam of Cape Town’s south-easter, and its appalling

past and present. In this way the pictures seem to me to be history paintings, formally as a

history of light and the studio, but in content arising from that to represent the corrupted

squalor and glory of colour in the horror of the colonial . It is not that (for the most part)

he makes this history the subject of his images, but that he subjects all those images to

the uncanniness of paint, and thereby to the painterly act whereby the idea is brought

into history as material (paint itself), and the material (paint itself) is brought into the idea

by gross accumulation. In this the pictures exceed the cheap charge of neo-

expressionism, for they involve themselves deeply in the place where art compromises

itself in the awful, the historical, and refuse in their sheer materiality to offer only

psychological fugues.

 

Because they are insistent that we see

against appearances – accrue the world

according to the ancient error, not

so very wrong, that light’s particular

 

like pollen, maddening the eye it fills,

accumulating a hot crust of vision –

so they are magic made against the lie

that says transparency is truth. Here you

 

have object, subject sunk in it, and time’s

stratigraphy in buried light that burns

to underwrite objective surfaces.

You could not lie, but lie down, on that hard

 

divan of paint, of light that took so long

to dry, settling the matter of itself.



 

The smell of metal in the air

Oil on canvas

120 x 102 cm

R 14,500



 

Waiting

Oil on canvas

51 x 40.5 cm

R 4000

 

Untitled (after Bacon)

Oil on canvas

90 x 85 cm

R 10,000





 

Counting Bones in the Smoke

Oil on canvas

157 x 120 cm

R 19,000



 

The Tourist

Oil on canvas

78 x 58 cm

R 8000

 

Flotsam

Oil on canvas

41 x 51 cm

R 4000





 

Detritus

Oil on canvas

155 x 165 cm

R 23,000



 

A Tear

Oil on canvas

90 x 80 cm

R 9500

 

The Author

Oil on canvas

80 x 45 cm

R 6500





 

The man who claimed to find the reef

Oil on canvas

80 x 58 cm

R 8000

 

The Red Room

Oil on canvas, on board

61 x 61 cm

R 6500



 

Ghosts

Oil on canvas

157 x 120 cm

R 19,000





 

Interference

Oil on canvas

76 x 101.5 cm

R 10,000

 

Self Portrait

Oil on canvas

90 x 80 cm

R 9500



 

Untitled (after Matisse)

Oil on canvas

120 x 102 cm

R 14,500





Artist Statement
I believe the studio is a driving force in the creation of paintings. It is not merely a physical space acting as a

backdrop, but a place that shapes the work. The presence of the artist’s studio in their work has a well-

documented history, I am particularly drawn to photographs of Francis Bacon’s studio in West London. Bacon

created an ocean of reference materials in which he worked: books piled on top of tins of paint, pages torn

from magazines and newspapers, even copies of his own paintings ripped from books and painted over

again. 

William Kentridge describes his studio in Johannesburg in a not dissimilar manner; ‘[t]he studio as a brain,’ he

writes, ‘the 17m walk in the studio like the 4cm circles of synapses’. 

While I agree with Kentridge that the studio is a type of organ, I see it more as a stomach. A mechanism

churning paint, canvas and paper, bloating and leaking oils and thinners. This fascination with the studio has

influenced my own process: sifting through magazines and books has become more central, torn pages from

magazines, stories from South Africa, screenshots from films, and self-portraits taken on a timer, all the while

the sound of Woodstock Main Road filters in from outside. 

The minibus taxi Gaartjie’s (Callers) cry out locations to pedestrians while, the smell of last nights dinner from

the kiosk below lingers in my chipboard floor. The south-easterly winds punish the battered rooftop, while

trash is peeled away from its hiding spots in the streets only to become impaled on barbed wire fences. The

chaos of the road outside echoes into the studio space. Boxes of reference images spill over while I scrounge

through each one hoping to find the image I need, letting it slowly get covered by paint and turps and

ultimately losing it again to the belly of the studio.

There is a franticness that inhabits the studio, a stifled whisper beneath the mess, and so as I paint, I piece

together the narrative strewn from around my studio. Each painting adds to this ongoing story which changes

from painting to painting, layer to layer, mark to mark. The place of creation is inherent in the work. Each final

painting is made up of the hundreds of sounds, smells, references and layers - hidden beneath the final layer

where I decided to stop.

For sales enquiries, please contact 99 Loop Gallery

https://www.99loop.co.za/contact

